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BOR interviews final ·c andidates for president
make opening and closing remarks. Questions asked
ranged from minority recruitment to personal leadership styles.
The final four candidates for the UCF presidency
During candidate interviews with the Presidential
met with the Board of Regents last week for a final Advisory Committee, BOR Chancellor Charles Reed
round of interviews.
traveled to the homes of the final candiThefinalfourcandidatesare:
dates and interviewed the people who come
•Ruben Arminana, the vice "/ am not afraid to take in contact with the candidates.
president for finance and develositions on important
"I visited students, faculty members,
opment at California State Poly- P
community leaders, colleagues and admintechnic University.
issues."
istrators in all the different institutions
because we wanted to see how they were
• John C. Hitt, the interim
president from the University
doing at home," Reed said.
---:- Ruben Arminana
According to Reed, the next step in the
of Maine.
•Arlene Okerlund, the acapresidential candidate process is for the committees to do "a lot of
demic vice president for San
consultation."
Jose State University in CaliThe Presidential Advisory Committee
fornia.
will make comments to the BOR. Reed will then make
•John Shumaker, president of Central Connecticut a recommendation for the new president. The PresiState University.
dential Advisory Committee will vote on the recomThe interviews with the BOR consisted of60 min- mendation. According to Reed, UCF's new president is
utes of questioning. Candidates were ·also asked to expected to be announced on Dec. 4.
by Jennifer Burgess

STAFF REPORTER
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Ruben Arminana said in his opening statement that
he is too big to walk on water but promised instead to
"swim with us" if appointed the new president ofUCF.
Arminana has a vision for UCF. He said the univer. sity must push harder to achieve excellence in undergraduate studies. The university must also be a basis
for research. Arminana said the community surrounding campus plays a vital part in this excellence and
plans to bring together the town and the university.
In moving from a vice president to a president,
Arminana said he expects a few changes such as losing
his personal privacy.

SEARCH continued page 3

UCF students get help

&om-Health Center's
new psychiatry program
by Jena Schillings
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

THE BIG SWEEP .
TJ Collazo, 7, from Boneville sweeps the new floor of UCF's Arena.UCF kicked off its
basketball season this weekend with the UCF Classic. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Students act in CBS studio tour
Favorite exhibfts-included 'Family Feud' and 'The Price.is Right'
by Jennifer Kosloski
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
~

A miniature version of CBS TV became a part
of campus Nov. 21and22. The CBS College Tour
came to town, with eight different activities that
related to the programs the network offers to
daytime audiences.
These attractions included "Family Feud,"
"The Price Is Right," "It's Your Call," (where
students became sportscasters), Coming Attractions, Comedy Quiz, The Weather Station· and
Studio CBS (where ordinary college kids were
transformed into serious soap opera stars). "It's

'

.

like a small version of TV," said UCF student
Keith Herry.
AT&T, IBM, Nestle and Mazda were some of
the companies that presented this tour along with
CBS. Prizes and free food were given out, and a
CBS Tour squeeze bottle was given to those
students who visited all of the booths. The most
popular attractions were "Family Feud," 'The Price
Is Right," Comedy Quiz and Studio CBS. "The only
one one I've done is "Family Feud." I'm back again
to redeem myself because yesterday-I lost with
zero points," said UCF student Alexis Henley.

CBS continued page 4

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

The problem of mental "
health at UCF is beginning to
be resolved.
At present, there is very
little in psychiatric help -on
campus. But John Langdon,
director of the Health Center,
is working with Robert
Harman, director of the counseling and Testing Center, in
d~vising anew psychiatry program at UCF. The program
involves a psychiatrist being
on campus for half a day or one
day a week. Only UCF students will be able to use the
program.
The psychiatrist will have a
temporary office located in the
Counseling and Testing Center.
·
Health Center officials are
in the process of establishing a
budget and recruiting a psychiatrist. "The object is to increase mental health care on
campus due to the increasing
volume of students on campus," Langdon said. He also
said the program is "entirely
dependent on finding the right
person for the situation."
The program for next year
will cost about $25,000 and
will be taken out of the Health
Ce~ter's budget. LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of Stu. dent Affairs, is also being consulted on the issue. Tubbs said
he thinks that it will "probably
even be cheaper to have a psy-

chiatrist on campus." The cost
is' to be underwritten in the
health costs students already
pay for, he added.
Langdon said, ''We are in
the process of recruiting, but
we haven't found the properly
trained and motivated person
yet."
If everything goes well; the
program should be implemented by the fall semester of
1992 while more decisions will
continue to be made during
the spring. The program should
prove to be an asset to UCF, he
said.
.
Iri the past, students with
any sort of psych~logical problem were being sent off campus to see- Dr. Martin Kane.
The counseling and testing
health care professionals were
making the off-campus referrals for students who were in
need of more help than the
center could provide.
The students had to go
through an appointment process to speak with the consultant psychiatrist, Langdon said.
This process was see:miilg to
take to much time in order to
be of any help to the students.
The reason for the off-campus
referral was because UCF cannot prescribe medication to
these individuals.
"However, this situation is
not working and the health
center is now in the process of
trying to provide a readily
available resource," Langdon
said.
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It tookGalileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.

--- ~---

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

-------

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the-subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
a.< directoo. Contain>caffeine equivalent nf IM cup:. of rofltt·
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Passion. Commitment. And this team of dedicated students made
a qUfercn~e. , Working a~~ively with the Coalition for the Hqmeless
._ot:C~httafHorida
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At:Sqturn, we know the va•ue ofJeamwo,rk..Jt w~s the driving

force.behind America~s newest automobile company in more than .
40-years. And res~Uerl in.a new way of making cars.

•

ihat's why we wantto -r:ewarp a' studentte-am in 1992 for its
outstanding accom'p:lisnment$. Any team of three or more stu. de~nts c.an-ap'pty. EHgible,projects are those that either began or
were' active within one y~ar prior to the application deadline.

The campus winning team will:.

' ..

•

• ~ Receive $1,000 at a Saturn-hosted reception
'"~ . Become eligible,fotthe$5,000 national award presented
·. m:a\'saturn .
«
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t 'eamworR has its own rnwards. Go ahead. Just ask Pi Sigma
Epsilon, Delta Delta chafiter.
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And over 5,000 Saturn team1members in Spring Hill, Tennessee.
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·,. Presidential Search

Additional students worthlesswithout top-quality education
by Rebecca Falcon . STAFF REPORTER

During an interview with the
Board of Regents, UCF presidential candidate John Hitt explained his views ofhigher education as "access without quality is no bargain at any price."
Hitt went on to explain that
access to allow an education at
a university with a growing student population will not be useful without quality. Hitt said
the university should look at
ways to improve efficiency and
utilize the education program that
UCF already has in existence.
Hitt explained tha_t his dedication to higher education began when he was a college student. "Themostimportantchapter in my life goes back to my
days on a college campus when

I went from just realizing what
a college education could do for
me to getting excited about what
I was learning," Hitt said.
"That explains my dedication

"The most important
chapter in my life goes
back to my days on a
college campus ... "
-John Hitt
presidential canttidate
to higher education ... because I
know what it meant to me."
Hitt said the BOR could help
the educational developments
of UCF and its students by investing its time into following
upon UCFgraduates. Hittcon-

tinued saying that the BOR
should be talking with deans of
law schools and'medical schools
to find out the performances of
UCF graduates.
However, Hitt said one of the
most crucial steps in developing a stronger academic institution is to simply capitalize on
what the university already has
in existence.
"UCFhasastrongpositionin
technology and there should be
a way to capitalize on that so
people would see UCF as a
leader in technology," Hitt said.
Hitt explained the role ofpartnerships as being a vital tool in
the capitalization of UCFs academic strong points. He said a
university needs a common
form working relations with the
theme -partnerships.
Expanding on the idea ofpart- community leaders, public
nerships, Hitt said UCF has to schools, UCF students and the

administration.He said the president would be the key player in
fomring these partnerships.

Momentum important tO keep UCF going
by Rebecca Falcon

process flourish first," Shumaker said. "So often they
get caught up in the out reach and forget about the
academic growth."
"I'm more the orchestra leader - I try to find the
However, he said that he would not see raismusical selection and make sure all the
ing tuition as a problem if the
instruments play well together," saidJohn
quality of students' eduction
Shumaker, UCF presidential candidate,
was suffering. Shumaker
''The
role
of
the
adminisin explaining his role as a president.
added that he would first look
During an interview with the Board of tration is to make the toward his own administraRegents last Monday, Shumaker said
academic process flour- tion expenditures before contbat there are three initial steps a presisidering raising tuition.
dentshould automatically ass\lme: spend- ish first . "
Shumaker said that former
ing time on campus, strategic develop- John Shumaker President Steven Altman did a
ment planning and fund raising.
presidential candidate fine job in getting the momentum
He explained that although it is imfor development started and that
portant for a university to be involved
it is crucial to keep the momenwith the community, it is even more important to be tum going. Altman resigned this summer amid reports
aware of what is going on in the university itself. ''The · that he he had used an escort service for massage
role of the administration is to make the academic therapy.

STAFF REPORTER

John Shumaker said it is important to focus on
the university itself. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

SEARCH
greatest accomplishment. He considershis greatest accomplishment as "being
a good father."
He said it is important for a univerOkerlund
said it is important "not to
sity president to use time effectively to
let
quality
deteriorate" at UCF."
prevent the president from "burning
Okerlund has made several achieveout."
ments in minority reArmffiana is a becruitment but is opliever in trusting his
"Allowing
students
to
enposed to lowering
"intellect and guts"
standards
to allow for
when making deci- ter the university who are
the
admittance
of misions. He said it is important to know the val- not qualified is of no ser- nority students. She
said, "allowing stuues of the institution. ''I vice to the students."
dents to enter the uniam not afraid to take
-Arlene Okerlund versity who are not
positions on important
· presidential candidate qualified is of no seris.sues," he said
vice to the students."
Arminana
has
She said she is
faced economic, language and cultural barriers. He pur- ready to take on the job of university
sued his doctorate while holding two president and knows the job involves a
jobs and raising a family. In spite of large time commitment. However she
this, he does not consider his academic is use to commitment and said she feels
or professional achievements to be his this is similar to the time commitment
FROM PAGE 1

·

she has at San Jose
State University, as
the academic vice
president.
Okerlund
said
there is a large di..flerence between a vice
president and a president and thatit will be
"a totally different job
as president." She said
she is ready for this
OKERLUND
AR Ml NANA
position and that it is
important for a university president to be out in the com0 kerl und said she has been in
munity.
·
education all her life and feels UCF
Okerlund said she did not seek the is on the "upswing." This growth, she
position as university president with- said, is largely due to community
out doing research about the campus support.
.
and community. She said she needed
The four candidates were among
background information about the uni- six chosen as finalists. Michael
versity in order to be a serious candi- Hooker and Clara Lovett, withdrew
date for the position.
their names fro~ consideration.

Important news to know

,

II The Student SearG_h Committee chose Ruben Arminana, the vice president for finance
and development at California State Polytech University, as its candidate for president.
II The Board of Regents should choose the new president on Wednesday moll).ing.
II This will be UCF's fourth president since the school opened in 1968.
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CBS

done a College Tour. UCF was
FROM PAGE 1
one of 50 other schools selected
to participate in the Tour. CBS
"'The Price Is Right' was a chose UCF primarily for its logamble. It is something you see cation and good reputation. "It's
on TV and now you get to do it," great," Manney added. "They
should do this every year. It's a
said Little Manney.
.
"It's something to do and it's good form of stress relief and a
free," said Rob Schear. "I liked· good way to socialize."
the comedy. It was better than , "CBS said that this was one of
the highest turnouts they've had
Jay Leno."
"For a day I felt like a star, onthetour,"saidChristineivanov,
and for once I felt 'Bold and head of CAB's popular entertainBeautiful'," saidAnnaSellinger. ment committee. CBS provided
This is the first year CBS has the prizes and their own power.

P.A. R. T. Y.
BE
BEA
PROACTIVE! LEADER!
- BE
BE
INVOLVED! I-FORMED!

--------~=_~_~---~_;::_=~~:_=_:_>~· j
::~-;:"

...
•.• ............................. .
•
I ~ ·.id t •rs li ip F.\('l' lil'lll T :;ia-rb 1lt·ri·
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•
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HEADS EAST

Caring, patient, sensitive male or female to help
.improve the quality of student
iife. Must enjoy meeting new
people and sharing useful inf ormation. Commitment to one year
of service a must. Excellent
benefits: ·friends, networking,
knowledge, improved self-esteem,
not to mention income.

•

•

• Walmart Center
10661 E. Col. Dr•

•

Applications and a description of the positions and
duties are available at the·CAD AC/REACH office in
the Wellness Center. For more information, call
823-5841 823-5456

•
•

or

-·
•

282-1754:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PRESENTS••• the semester finale

Ir-------------~-----,
Wednesday Night is • • •
I

PURPLE RAIN

: Co!~a~~~oE~!~~r!R!!.!:~;~~z·z :
:

..
•

$995

••

1

Graduate Assistant
Peer Educators

•
••
•
•
•••
•
Appt. or Walk In •
•

! Professional Stylists

I

•

Applications must be received by Dec. 13th.
Starting date · mid-January

1 OOA, STUDENT ·DISCOUNT •
WITH THIS AD
•

: HAIRSTYLING
•
: STYLE CUT

•

/

Now Hiring Part Time:

C;iptnin Kel.ly J. Owens
Det 159
· ( 407) 82J-lL4 7

(

WANTED:

'

That or1c !'>!('(> distir1guislws you ilOO\'C' all others
in you1 fi eld . It shows that you're serious about culti, ·ating grt:illt'r long-l n lll oppor~tunities . lt gi\'es you the
clianr c lo ckwl op ll';1drrship skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call

«

r

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS 11-IROUGH
AJR FORCE ROTC.

. \\ 11ether you 're 111ajori11g
i11 a hi~li l y S(>C'ci;ili 1t•cl area or
sel'ki11g <1 lm1;1dcr lil>nal arts cclu calion. you c.in build a h1gl1 er l<'wl of /o/u/
<-.trt'l'I pul t•11t r,d .10111 Air f'rn rr HOTC.

•

20 oz. Drafts $1@!
50¢ Pizza Slices!

Wild Pizza • 6:30 8t 9 pm

•

I

1

l

~~~~~!~~~-~-----~~~~J

Congratulations to CAB s
1

Popular Entertainment Committee
for a successful Fall semester!!

FINALS STRESSING YOU OUT?
Shawn Abernathy
·R ichard Andres
Brian Atkinson
Stacey Boand
Mike Bosley
James Buird
Alison Case
Carla Cordoba
Cherie Courtade
·DaVid Dixon

~fl~~
with our

lbD@IE~~IEOO
m~~~~IJ@rn:
1fl1IJ~[ll'1)[1>0~Lr
Gale Ha11orlh C•MA-OOH240) is offe-rin'1
special loUJ rates at

STRESS

RED~CING

ucr

for

MASSAGES ...

Students: $f5 per half hour
faculty /Slaff: $20 per half hour
Full one hour session: $:25
~ 'i1 rn~~ ~mm ID ID o~ ~
are also available {free) to consult

with y'ou about colleee anxieties.
CALL THE CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER X3584t

~~s)>onneny

·.

Rodney Dube"
. K~lly Grant
Joanne Holden
J¢ff Hunn

Masoild~Karimzadeh
Robin Kelley
.. Beata Kobeszko
. Kerrie Linn
John Miller
Lisa Nates
Deanna Peckham
. Simone Roseland
Brenda Sanchez
(did someone say •camp-out"????)
Special thanks to Stephanie Schatz
Thanks to WUCF-FM & Heat 640-AM
for their support of CAB

comedy
Jordan Brady• Comedy Sportz • Elon Gold
Rich Hall • Jeff Marder • Don Reed • Mike
Saccone • Jonathan Solomon

•

novelty
Tom Deluca (hypnotist) • Dan Horn
(ventriloquist) • Mark Nizer Ouggler)

moviesc
The Doors • Madonna: Truth or Dare
Purple Rain

0

music
The Catherine Wheel • Dead Serlos • Greg
Eyma • The Generators • The Ippolito
Principle• Life & Times• Lovegocls in
Leisure Suits • Davey Rocker • Runaway
Mark Sabatino & the Philhannonic Convergence • Del Suggs • Rebecca Tex

s

•

ecialties

CBS College Tour • Pontiac All-Star Comedy
Caravan • Fun Flicks • Karoake Dance Night

much more to come ..•
what are you waiting for?

•

~~~-CAB::::

(SJ]" UNIVERSITY oF CENnw.

FLORIDA

C.Pll Acrmre 11111

•
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• GET NOTICED
It is time once again for production of the Spring Semester
Calendar. All department deans
and directors wishing to have
their dates and events featured
in the calendar need to send them
to: Student Center 203; c/o
Wendy Wesley; Campus Activities Board P.O. Box 26000 Orlando, FL 32816.
• NUTCRACKER BALLET
"The Nutcracker Ballet" will be

performed at 4 and 8 p.m. Monday in the SCA. The event is
sponsored by CAB and free to
UCF students with a valid l.D.
The cost for guests is $5.
•BOTANIC INTERNS
Applications for the 1992 internship program at the Chicago
Botanic Garden are now available.
Internships are available in 312 month increments providing
for 40-hour work weeks in such

areas as horticultural therapy,
conservation ecology, pest management, graphic arts and public
relations.
For more information write·to
Cynthia Baker, intern coordinator; Chicago Botanic Garden P. 0.
Box400Glencoe, IL60022-0400.

mer 1992. Internships are available in development and fund
raising, public affairs, marketing,
sports marketing and archival
registration.
For details contact Will Lunn
at the National Soccer Hall of
Fame at (607)432-3351.

• BE A SOCCER INTERN
Interns are needed by the
National Soccer Hall of Fame to
assist in research and project
management for spring and sum-

• DINOSAUR ALIVE
Back to Nature Wildlife Refuge, teamed with Silver Springs,
will exhibit an assortment of wild
animals including a timber wolf,
fox, owls and snakes from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday in the
University Park Plaza. The i r
new program, "Dinamation: Dinosaurs Alive," featuring a lifesize animated dinosaur will be
demonstrated as well.
Call Heidi Higdon at 366-1394
for additional details.

· I

''Because It's A Jungle
Out There.''

HAPPY
HOUR
DAILY

4:30 7:00
10:00 - 12:00
• 2 FOR 1 DRAFTS
• 2 FOR 1 HOUSE WINE
• DOUBLE COCKTAILS

•WANTED: POETRY
Aspiring poets are inv~ed to
send one or two original poems
of 30 lines or less on any subject
for possible publication in the
Western Poetry Association's
1992 summer poetry book titled
"Voices of America."

Submit works to Western Poetry Association P.O. Box 49445
Colorado Springs, CO 809499445.
• LEARN ABOUT AIDS
World AIDS Day is Monday
and National HIV/AIDS Awareness Day is Dec. 2.
Numerous health agencies
and AIDS support groups
throughout the state are taking
part in activities to "share the challenge" and educate the public.
• HRS is offering an interactive
AIDS education video, "AIDS
101," for $25.76. Call (904)4872478.
•Counselors can provide a variety of helpful information at tollfree Florida HIV/AIDS hotlines.
The numbers are 1-800-FLAAI DS (English), 1-800-545-SIDA
(Spanish) and 1-800-AIDS-101
(Haitian Creole).
·Free one to two hour HIV/AIDS
education classes are being offered by the American Red Cross
covering the basics and commonly asked questions. Call8944141 for information on upcoming courses.

r-----------------------------------,
"
2 FOR 1
CHICKEN
WINGS

(407) 366-6225

"Luxury
Appartments You
Can Afford"

829 Eyrie Drive
Oviedo, Florida 32765
(407) 366-6225

Serving Dinner from 4:30 P.J'v1.

i ·,8edroom j 1 Bath .·

WW
EXPIRES 12-14-91
~------------------------------~---·:~

$620°0

•

COST CU I I ERS®
PUBLIX I ECKERD CENTER
UNIVERSiTY BLVD. & DEAN RD.

679-6766
Open 7 Days A Week
Monday-Friday ................... 9a.m. - 8p.m.
Saturday ............................ 9a.m. - 6p.m.
Sunday ................... .... .. . 12 Noon·- 6p.m.

(!I

a!!

r.-----T------y-----,

I $6.95 Haircut I $19.95 Perm or I
I
I
I
:

(reg. $7.95)
no appt. needed

Good through

15o/o OFF 1

I
Body Wave I all Paul Mitchell I .
I
Appt. recom.
I
&_Nexxus
I
I L~~~Ph5a~li~h7i~eec~~1: I Haircare Products I

I

1
I COST CUTTERS• 1
12/19/91 w/coupon

5

Good through

:

Good through

12/19/91 w/coupon

I

12/19/91 w/coupon

COST CUTTERS•

:

I.

COST CUTTERS•

ILWe're your style.I We're your style. •We're your style. I

-----L------i-----~

Opi11ion
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Campaign pledges
promised but not
delivered tO students

December 3, 1991
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PHONE REPAIR

t

L

et's deal in reality. To claim you've DONE
something, then ,YOU must have done it
yourself. Perhaps you may have engaged the
help of others, but when YOU claim something,
YOU'VE done it.
Now let us enter fantasy land. This is the land of
achievements claimed, feats done and of wonderful progress in the realm ...
Recently a new publjcation was begun on campus: SGA's Pegasus. Except for reiterating what
has occurred during the Student Senate meetings,
this publication has not produced any information
that was particularly difficult to obtain. But the
purpose of this is not to discuss the merits of tliis
publication (Golly, hope we're not paying). What
has come to bear is the recent two pages of what
Jason DiBona and MarkDogoli have promised and
have accomplished.
Let us review some things stated. First of all,
they claim that they are working for higher education funding. OK, so some letters have been written to Tallahassee, great. But is that a RESULT?
We;re still experiencmg cuts and iarger and fewer
classes. This isn't DiBona and Dogoli's fault, but
when they claim to be working toward this goal of
better funding, then they should also say that
nothing has occurred. Everyone should.be writing
letters, not just our senators.
Secondly, transportation across campus fr:om
outer parking lots into the campus core was promised. The LASER system has begun, but can they
claim ALL the credit? The LASER system doesn't
provide across-campus transportation anyway.
Parking was part of the transportation promise.
It's great that the Art Complex will be providing
parking spaces for students, but what about this
semester? Is this a RESULT?
Registration is a another claimed result. SG "is
currentlyworkingwith the administration to implement a Touch-Tone Add/Drop system for upcoming registrations." Working on is not a result. It is
not complete, not a reform.
Financial aid - another result for the DiBona
team~ There are new jobs for students in the
library. That's great, but how ar-e we deciding who
gets these positions? On need, on looks or how
about if they can work the hours the library needs?
Further, is this proper use of financial aid?
However,DiBonaandDogolihavemade achievements worth noting.
Minority services is more extensive, the campus
environment (a hard thing to measure) does seem
more active these days. CAB probably deserves the
credit there, though.
The one main negative issue that The Future
feels shoUld be brought to the attention of everyone
is the fact that part of DiBona's campaign promise
was that senators would m~ tables around campus once a month to make themselves available.
This has not happened. It would be nice to see what
we voted for. It would not take too much to sit for
a couple of hours to meet with your constituency.
Many students do not know who their senators are
and may not know the best way to go about reaching
them. However, if the senator sets up shop in a main
area ofthe college ofrepresentation, students will have
better acress to their voire in SG.
Reality, a funny place, can be hard to find. What
is difficult is when you realize that fantasy is so
much more fun.
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New world economic order prevails
controllers and contributors to our planet's G.N.P. and
overall economic scene. They control the planet's technology and crea~ its commercial goods.
CAMPUS ~OMMENTARY ~
When the G-7 met this past summei: in London, the
commanders of our world economy sat down to a white
ooking for a small change of pace, I seek to man's banquet, with the exception of the Japanese
escape the riational scene this week, snap on a Prime Minister.
Saliently, the Japanese stand in the G-7 elite as the
macro lens and glance upon this world of ours
foreseen producers of the world. Overwhelmingly, the
and its ongoing changes, primarily its economy.
More than 50 years ago, Adolf Hitler dreamed of a Japanese are the world's bankers. By possessing the 10
new world economic order linking all seven continents largest banks on the planet, the Japanese are indirectly
and all seven seas. By 2000, Hitler fantasized of a one- the controllers of capital and thus, the money supply
world economy arising out of the ashes of WWII where, investors of production. Furthermore, they possess a
of course, Germany and Japan were the supreme linguisbc, cultural and of course, financial stronghold
over the economics of the Far East. Just as Hitler
victors.
In Hitler's economic utopia, there would be three envisioned, the Japanese are able to take the profound,
layers in the world economic system. '.fhe Arayan contemporary creations of culture (transistors, microCacasiod would be at the top, creating all the world's chips, robotics, chemicals, etc.), and productively proculture and, thus, its products. The higher duce and implement them into the world markets.
According to Hitler, hanging under the ways and
Mongolianoid, or Japanese, would fall culturally below
the Arayan and succumb to him by maintaining, bank- means of production are the ones who labor the long
ing, producing and marketingthe goods born out of the days and nights, making the fundamental products.
Most of our textiles originate from the far east (China,
supreme Arayan mind ..
Hitler, as well as many other social Darwinists ofthe Korea, Taiwan, etc., or who Hitler called the "lower
day, honestly believed a world economic order made of Mongolianoids"). I bet you could turn out the·label on
the separation of cultures into three levels, would your pants or shirt right now and see "Made in China .
definitely prevail. This interesting future world con- ... Taiwan ... Korea ... Singapore ... etc."
Some world products come to us from the cheap labor
cept ideally was envisioned as one implemented by the
assumed world rulership under a Nazi-Japanese part- of South America (food, cloth, coffee, cocaine, rubber,
nership. However, under the inevitable properties of etc.). Other fundamental products come from the Middle
evolution as outlined by social Darwinism, it had been East (oil), which brings us to an interesting point. If the
conceded that, iffailure were to come to Nazi-Japanese G-7 economically control the world, how do the Arabs
world conquest, a culturally stratified world economy (stemmingfrom the Australoids and Capoids), figure in
would indeed arise, despite a different world political with all the oil that is the energy and perhaps the most
important foundation of our industrial world?
configuration.
Again, the G- 7 are the economic controllers of the
Taking a step back and looking a tour world economy
today, we can't help but be a bit perplexed athowfitting Middle East Region. Despite the Arabs having a good
degree of political autonomy, it was Britain and the
it is to the one envisioned by a fanatic Hitler.
If it was inevitable that the world economy would U.S. who originally invoked the drilling and oil discovbecome highly integrated by 2000, the breaking up of the ery expeditions. And it is the G-7 who make sure the
Soviet Union is the ultimate flag of such. Now with the free flow of oil continues to the West. Furthermore, the
possibility of flexible trade zones spanning from our own United States takes good care of keeping a foothold in
Eastern Seaboard, into an economically unified Europe, that area of the world, especially through the presence
across the potentially powerful market of Eurasia (fom1er of Israel.
If there be any shed of truth to come from the
Soviet Union), to the highly productive and wealthy Japafrightening
world of Nazi Germany, this may very well
nese nation and Pacific rim, is there any similarities
between the economic world order dreamed up by a mad be one. With the break up of the Soviet Union, it is
inevitable a new world economic order will prevail. Ac;:
Hitler and the one arising today?
·
First, we start at the top. Today, the world's seven economics and politics are two fraternal twins "
fully industrialized economies (known as the G-7) are walk hand in hand, it is all too captivating to think of
the United States, Canada, France, Italy, Germany, how close our new world order may come to that of one
Britain and Japan. These economies are the executive envisioned 50 years ago by Adolf Hitler.

Ed.Bowes
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All the issues that can fit with all the right answers
Roy Fuoco
SEEING THE LIGHT
ne last column, so many issues. So here are
some vignettes on the important issues of the
day that hopefully will spur thoughtful debate.
Abortion -is a simple, yet volatile issue. It centers
around when life begins. Pro-lifers believe it begins
earlier than the pro-choicers. If pro-lifers are right,
than abortion is murder. If the pro-choice people are
right, than abortion is no worse than any other optional
medical procedure. Both sides firmly believe in their
point of view, so we have the great dispute. A question:
If the choice solely befongs to the women after conception, does the father (in cases out of wedlock) have any
responsibility for child support?
Animal rights - For the moment, let's accept the
fact that humans and animals are equal among living
beings as the animal rights people would have you
think. Ifthat is the case, then what is the problem with
eating other animals. Fish eat other fish and some
carnivorous animals will eat other animals.
AIDS - Magic Johnson's announcement that he

0

has AIDS may not be as good for AIDS awareness as
you think. Since his announcement, many AIDS activists would have you think that the problem has been
ignored in the '80s. It seems as if their only solution
would be to pass out free needles, condoms and pour
more money into research. Well, money has been spent
on research, and for arguments sake let's say that more
could be spent. But spending more money doesn't mean
that a cure will be found quicker, and that's a dangerous assumption being made. As far as condoms are
concerned, they have an 18-20 percent failure rate in
use as birth control. It's hardly safe sex.
Defense spending- With the thawing of the cold
war, there can be savings in defense spending. First,
take most of the troops out of Europe and Japan. Just
leave some naval bases in the Mediterranean and air
force bases in Britain. Keep the navy and air force
strong and have provisions for rapidly moving troops
and equipment. With the so-called peace dividend,
don't spend it because.you really don't have it.
Deficits - On the one hand, deficits aren't necessarily bad. Interest payments go to bond-holders, and
the money works its way back into the economy via
investments. But this only applies ifthe bond-holders
are· American. With the Japanese buying more and

more of the bonds, then this doesn't work out. The real
problem with deficits is out-of-control spending. Read
Milton Friedman sometime. He, betterthan I, explains
the dangers of too much government spending.
Economy- Business leaders, government leaders
and labor leaders· need to get together and plan longterm business strategy to bring manufacturing jobs
back to America and to make American products more
competitive. The U.S. has the potential to regains its
position as the builder of the best goods in the world.
The question is will it happen?
SDI (Star Wars) - Money should be spent on at
least research. Ignore the naysayers who say it won't
work. It may or may not, but the research should not
stop. Think ofhow many scientists who said we wouldn't
walk on the moon or looked down on other adv:ancements. Research should never be discouraged.
Taxes -Cutt.ax rates for everybody and do away
with all deductions. Economic decisions should be
made on the basis of the economic soundness of the
decision, not on the basis of the t.ax code.
Responsibility-This one area in which many problems can be solved. If more people took responsibility for
their actions and not try to pawn it off on society or
government, many problemslike AIDS would not be as big.
1

World political problems Solved by 1V's 'Grudge Match'
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

11-tERE, EARL !

hen people ask me, "Dave, what is
a good way to turn my brain into
suet?", I always recommend cable
TV. That's where you find, for example,
your fishing shows. These are shows wherein
two guys wearing bi1led caps stand in a boat
xxx
and fish. That is the entire plot.
. My favorite part ofthe home-shopping
As they fish, the guys engage in witty
shows is when they sell stereo systems.
repartee, such as:
FIRST GUY: Yes sir, I think I'm gonna
ANNOUNCER: Doreen, after seeing
several close-up shots of this stereo system
cast again.
on TV, would you say that it appears to have
SECOND GUY: I'm fixin' to cast again
excellent audio quality?
pretty soon .
VIEWER: Oh, Jim, yes.
FIRST GUY(casting): Yes sir, Ijust now
ANNOUNCER: SO you'd say that this
casted.
SECOND GUY: These billed caps must
is a terrific deal?
have cut off the blood flow to our brains.
VIEWER: I surely would.
ANNOUNCER: And would you say
Every few minutes the action heats up
that Nebraska is made entirely of Spam?
when one of the guys reels in- surprise lVIEWER: Oh, Jim, definitely.
a fish. You'd think that, just once, for varixxx
ety, they'd reel in a brassiere, or Michael J.
I don't have room to discuss all the
Fox, but no, it's always a fish. In fact, as far
other excellent sho~s on cable TV. There
as I can tell it's always the same fish. I
are half-hour shows starring Richard
believe that at one point this fish was also a
<1) 1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
Simmons, the whole point of which is to sen ·
regular on "Hollywood Squares."·
·
All Rights Reserved
ANNOUNCER: People are looking atthis item and you videotapes starring Richard Simmons, who dem"That there's a nice fish!" the guys al;vays say,
although in fact it has about 217 holes in its lips from asking, "How can they be selling a gorgeous synthe- onstrates exercises that will, if you do them conscienall the other times it has been on this show. The guys sized magnesium brooch with the solid gold-colored tiously, tum you into Richard Simmons.
Late at night there are LONG shows wherein men
display it, then let it go, whereupon I imagine it swims met.allicized pin clasp and beautiful four-carat gemlike ·
to the lake bottom and reads the script, which says: stone, an estimated retail value of $1,2000, for only whohaveacquiredgreatwealthandhaveallthE!money
"NOW BITE THE OTHER GUY'S HOOK"
$5.97?" The answer is that we are ACTUALLY LOS- they need and never have to get money again offer to ·
tell you their secret, in exchange for money.
I am fascinated by these shows. I stare at the screen, ING MONEY ON THIS DEAL.
mouth open, grouper-like, thinking: If people will sit
OTHERANNOUNCER:That'sright,Jim. Wefailed There's a show called "Grudge Match," where two
and watch two men fish, what else would they watch? to take our medication and our brains malfunctioned ordinary people settle a grudge by fighting each
How about two men trying on shoes? Or two men and now we're DELIBERATELY GOING BROKE other in various events, including one called "Trash
Can Heads," where - I'm not making this up-they
picking their teeth? ("Earl, I'm working on a sliver of · SELLING BROOCHES.
pastrami over here.")
ANNOUNCER: To prove what a terrific value this put garbage cans over their heads and butt each
Don't laugh. People will watch virtually anything on is, we have a viewer named Denise on the telephone. other. This is clearly how we ought to settle disputes
television, INCLUDING A SHOW MADE UP EN- Denise, looking at this brooch on TV -which experts in the Middle East. We could have Israeli and PalesTIRELY OF COMMERCIALS. Ifyou want proof, tune agree is the best way to evaluate an item of jewelry- tinian leaders go a couple of rounds of Trash Can
Heads, with Ted Koppel as referee, then everybody
in to home-shopping shows. Usually you'll see a close- would you say that it's an excellent bargain?
VIEWER: Oh, Jim, definitely. I saw a very similar . could buy a brooch and go fishing (''Yasser, I think
up of jewelry - sometimes ugly, sometimes truly
I'm gonna cast again"). What do you think? I think I
hideous-butalwaysatan AMAZINGLYLOWPRICE. brooch in a magazine article about the crown jewels.
You know this because the announcers tell you.
ANNOUNCER: Really! And what would you say is need more medication.

W

•
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the retail value of the crown jewels?
VIEWER: Oh, Jim, I would say WELL
.
over $2,000.
ANNOUNCER: Amazing! We have
another viewer on the line.
VIEWER: Jim, last week my sister-inlaw bought the exact same type of brooch
and paid over $1,500 for it.
ANNOUNCER: No kidding! $1,500!
VIEWER: She wore it to lunch with
Elvis.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA DELTA Pl
Hope everyone had a great Thanksgiving! Christmas dinner is this Sunday
with Senior Roast afterwards! Everybody better study hard for finals!
KAPPA DELTA
Holiday party tonite. Find out who your
Secret Sis is. Congrats Ossie, Traci ,
Tina, Victoria, Vicki, Kirstin , Dawn , Jenny,
& Allison - You will do GREAT! Congrats
Tara D. allstar football!
PHI DELTA THETA
PHI DELTS-SeeJersey Bobfortimes.of
soccer practices. Neopytes - You are
almost there. Keep up on the grades keep Neil happy. PHI DELT - A Brotherhood, not a neighborhood!
Pl BETA PHI
A CFF type-o- it was S<t>E. on the 23rd
that was so fun it made us spin . Hey Cin ,
thanks for taking care of our seniors &
other departing PFs - I • You . The wills
on Monday were the best. We'd all be so
joyful if we get our last wishes & you all
getwhatyoudeserve. Wink, wink, nudge,
nudge. Seniors rock! Study hard for finals cause Beaus & Arrows in Sat.
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Great job atthe walk/run on Sunday! Our
service project is coming along great!
The end of the semester is here! Good
luck on your finals. Have.a great holiday!
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
.Once again Banquet was Awesome!
Thanks Scott. Hey Lambda Chi - How
was yours? Not! Congrats to new Execs
an all award winners! Save the Gopher
Turtles! Cheeky! (CG-42)

CLUB INFO
S.W,.A.T.
Hey UCF!! Ready tojoinaclubthatreally
makes you feel great about yourself?
Join SWAT - Retreat to St. Augustine
was a blast -Pegathon a success Smokeout a Rushl! How much fun can
one semester be? Want to get involved?
Meetings Wed. 4:30 in the Wellness
Center. Come out and be part of the best
club on campus! SWAT - Taking campus by storm!!!
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
1'2-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211

ROOMMATES
M/F Roommate move in Jan 1 nonsmoking $215/month + 1/3util. Get own b~th
overlooks Lake Call 657-9837.
M/F, N/S, responsible, exceptionally
clean to share 3/2 home near Tuskawilla,
$300/mo. includes all but phone,. Xtras.
695-0241 Alan
Female Roommate Needed ASAP
Choice of 2 Bedrooms w/ Private Bath.
Vaulted Ceilings and big Kitchen. Call
249-2077.
Non-smoking roommate wanted to share
a cute 2 br home in Winter Park furnished except bedroom avail Dec or Jan
$275mo +1/2 util 644-1928
Share 212 new Apt. fn Polos East, W/D,
Microwave & all amenities. $300/mo. +
1/2 Util . Nick 384 -7951 H/281-2089H
Female non-smoker needed to rent bedroom in a 3 bedroom 2 bath apt. Rent

December 3, 199 1
is$190/mo. + 1/3 utilities. ASAP 3800209

2/2 apt 1 mi form UCF. Dishwasher,
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365- 7532.

2b/2b MINS, Dog friendly, $250 plus 1/3
utilities & phone. Includes washer &dryer,
micro, screened patio. Location@436 &
Goldenrod. Contact 384-7250

Bedroom/Bath/Oviedo/5 mi from UCF
Cozy Country Home/Female only Nonsmoker 365-7762 or 660-0343X306

F NS to share 2/2 apt. on Chickasaw
$255 R 1/2 util $150 Dep Call Kathleen
875-1234
M/F, NS 1400'2ft House Hwy436+50
area Washer+Dryer, Extras, Respon sible, Clean 648-2298, 872-0373, 3823631 $200, 1/3 Util
M/F Roommate needed to share 2 br/ba.
Must be clean responsible $200/mo+ 1/3
util. 1.5 mi. to UCF Call 3$0-0462
M/F Roommate needed to share a new
2bd 2.br duplex, contemporary furniture ,
must be neat and clean, $300 mo Call
Bill at 679-4812
Looking'for F to share home with married
couple. Private Room and Bathroom.
Howell Branch-AlomaAve. Area, 15 min.
from UCF $275 mo. + util. 678-5719

FOR SALE

M N/S to share room $175+ 1/3uti'I. 6794483 Lv Msg Near UCF

Amiga-1 M RAM. monitor, & tons of
software . $650 or best offer. Call 3823789

F NS catlover needed to share 1/1 b apt
1 1/2 miles form UCF $185/month + 1/2
utilities Call 382-5431

BOA-41/2ft, female, very healthy, cage,
·& heat rock $225 . 382-3789

Roommate needed. Sta.rting Dec./Jan .

College Student Desperately needs to
sell '84 Chevette. Runs good $800 080
Call 677-7383.

to share 2 bdrm/2 bath . Pool, racquetball, tennis, volleyball, and basketball.
Call James or Rusty at 366-7679 anytime.

Moving Sale-Waterbed, couches, new
Tibet Lamb Coat, Formal Dresses, etc.
Sat. & Sun. 657-8078

1 M/F NS to share 3br/ 2b house 2 min
from UCF Wash/Dryer Cable $250 + 1I
3 util. Call Russ 249-1198
·
Quiet , clean , nonsmoking male to share
2 Br 11 /2 bath Townhouse, $180/mo +
1/3 util & phone . Across frorri UCF. Call
Thomas at 381-5376.

1987 IBM Model 5151+Epson Printer
LX-86. Software: Lotus 1-2-3, Word Perfect, & more. For Details Call 275-7561 /
Leave Message.
' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Office size desk, grey steel, 5X2 1/2 ft.,
5 drawer, $100, 423- 7519 Great for organizing r-eams of papers

M/F Roommate wanted for Jan 1st, 2 Bd,
28th TownHouse , only $217 plus utilities. Half a mile form school. Call Henry
after 5pm 658-1881

I'm moving and I've got a lot of stuff for
sale : large L-shaped couch, desk, bed,
kitchen stuff, everything in apt! please
call 678-1953. Cheap!!!

Roommates needed, Rent cheap &close
to UCFatFoxHuntsApt. Furnished, Call
Dawn 823-9924 Musts: F & a car
3 mi. from UCF-Room in 3bd/2ba Furnished house. Pool , tennis, fireplace,
wash/dryer, fully equipped kitchen.
Luxury living at only $275 non-smoker,
male preferred . 366-5309

For Sale: Table w/ leaf & 4 chairs $20,
couch $65 end tables 2/$20 Lamps 2/
$15 Must Sell! Call 677-0249

I

AUTOS

FOR RENT
3Bdrm 2Ba 1-4/Lee Rd. Great Area Large
$600, Avail. 1217 897-3300
VGood Cond 2/2th, Cabridge Circle Off
Alafaya, W/D, Range, Mierow, Ref, AC/
Hea, Cable, etc. Call Troy 381-2701
3Bdrm/2Bth House 2 mi from UCF $625/
M Lge Yard Available 12/01 381-6738

82 Scirroco, Good Condition, Runs
Strong. Asking $1400 Phone: 380-0173

2/2 Fully Furnished Townhouse 20 min
to UC F (Goldenrod) Clean Quiet Garden
Comm Pool Tennis May Share $625/
mo. 671-0596

Word Processing I Laser Printing
Personalized Productions 679-7382

HELP WANTED

Interested in working with your peers to
promote alcohol responsibility, AIDS
awareness, and safer sex? Gain experience promoting self-responsibility while
making money and contacts. We are
hiring peer educators at 15 hrs/wk. Application deadline is Dec. 13. For more
information and an application, stop by
the CADAC/REACH office in the
Wellness Center.
Get in on the ground floo~ . Openings in
the new local newspaper The Oviedo
Voice. Business majors, journalism majors or other. Selling and designing ads ,
etc. gain experience in the newspaper
business. Ph. 366-9181

SERVICES

1

THE WRITE TOUCH
Expert work processing service :
WP 5.0/HP llP printer ; manuscripts,
resumes, term papers; I supply the paper
& correct all errors; very reasonable rates.
Please call Terri today at 382-7739.
Thank you.
Typing/WP - Editing . Manuscripts, Research papers, Term papers, Thesises .
Pickup/Delivery. 877-6632

TUTORS
SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP .
Educators. Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400

OTHER
SPRING BREAK-Jamaica/ Cancun,
March 8th to 12th form $321 includes air/
hotel/ tax/transfers-Call Sand Lake Travel
352-2808 Emmanuel-LIMITED SPACE
AVAIL.
Attention: Soap Fans:
Trip to Sets of: General Hospital , Days of
Our Lives, and Santa Barbara. For more
info Call 380-6000ext1361 Ask for Tami

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Lower rates. Quality instruction. Can
teach all ratings. Contact Kyle at 8764640 or Shelly at 380-7150

SPRING BREAK '92-YOU 'VE ONLY
GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE SO DON'T
BLOW IT! MAKE IT JAMAICA WITH
LOW, LOW PRICES STARTING AT
$3391 ORGANIZE GROUP, TRAVEL
FREE! 1-800-426-7710

TYPISTS

50% off Airfares-24 hr. Noticel Market
Network Travel Club . 1-800-866-0490
Sponsor: McNamar 1-5615-989-0419
Days

STRAIGHT "A" TVPING*382-9665
WORDPROCESSING &
PRESENTATION SPECIALISTS
IBM and Macintosh computers.
Laser printing, copying, and binding .
PRO WORD PROCESSING
We Can Do Anything You Want
No J.ob is Too Large or Too Small
PER PAGE/From as Low as $1.00
24 Hrs. 7 Days/wk
HOT LINE: 407-423-8078
All Work Guaranteed * Fast * Accurate

'69 PONTIAC FIREBIRD Classic Auto
·excellent mechanical cond. $2500 moving, must sacrifice Ph . 382-3789

Ski and Hike in NC. Unique Historical
Chalet. Stone Fireplace , Greek Tub.
Night Sky from loft bed. Sleeps 4. Near
Beech, Sugar, skating, horseback,
Denland Art Studios, Mt. Mitchell,
Asheville, Very natural, private mountain. 10 hr. drive. See photos for now or
later. $350week. Dr. Sommer678-9383 .

LONELY•'S

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100 . Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628

Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Fast* Professional* Accurate
Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429

For sale '90 Honda CSR 600, Blk/Red w/
Kerker Exhaust. Matching Shoei Helm.
Many x-tras $3300 obo . Call Tony @
678-4946 - Must see
Honda Accord LX 1979 Clean, dependable, economical car, AC/PS 5 speed ,
new clutch, brakes, graduating, need to
sell , call 380- 7527 or message

TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863
WORD PROCESSING : Term Papers ,
resumes, thesis, etc. Professional, timely,
and accurate service. Call "The Clerical
Support Source" today at-407-323-8396
and ask for Lisa.

...

Quali-Type/IBM Word Proc'g . Term Papers, thesis, resumes. Reasonable. Call
Marti 365-3870 after 6pm a UCF Employee

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HAN-

WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

2/2 Apt. Walk to school, Clean, extras,
$425 +Sec. Move in Specials 872-0373
2/2 New Condo! Amenities, 1 mile from
UCF . Clean, quiet, non-smoker. $450,
plus deposit. Price Negotiable if 1 person. 366-4917

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

DLERS FROM 3-7AM $7 PER HR CALL
2 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath Townhouse, Ga297-3715
rage, All appliances . Available Jan 1,
1992 Walking distance to UCF $5,25/ · Cleaners wanted for swimsuit-lingerie
mo. 647-4949
. house-cleaning service. Excellent parttime money. 1(800) 747-1552
I got a job and need someone to take
over my lease. 2 Bed 2 Bath 2 miles from
Summer Management Opportunities
UCF. $495/mo. with $345/mo . in May,
Available! Students earn 7-14 thousand
June, and July. Available January 1st.
dollars this summer, as well as gain
Leave Message 823-8411
valuable business experience. This summer, be your own boss! Please contact
2 Br 2 Bath Mobile home. Beautiful modThe Works Corporation 1-800-443-3059
ern spacious . Shady and private split
plan-ideal tor roommates $430 month.
HostessforSkiClubTripDec.15, 1991568-4670 .
Jan. 1, 1991. Vail, Aspen, Includes Meals,
Transportation ~odging-Snow Skiing-No
Furnished 4/2.5 Home. Rustic Setting,
Experience, Salary $800, P.O. Box677enclosed pool. Avail Jan . to July. $650/
395, Orlando, Florida 32867
mo. Call Alvin at 699-1403 of X2216
Cocktail Waitresses for New Lounge to
28/28 on 5 acres . Fences. Private Dirt
open Mid-December. Call for Interview
352-0556
Roads. UCF Area. Negotiable. 365-3425

Female wanted to share 3bdr 2 bath
Home very private 1 mile to UCF Fully
Furnished Cable Phone Washer Dryer
No Lease $275.00 plus 1/2 671-9607

8

PERSONALS
America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce .
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danz at823-2204 for more info.
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for into at 823-2204
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Activists press for animal rights while wearing leather shoes
by Alissa Barber

IHill@! E!:~!~:~e;:~n~~
····.
Titled Shame, the concert,
like last year's Fur is Dead, featured more
bands than you can shake your butt at
playing at the Beacham Theatre and
Beacham 's Jazz and Blues Club, along
with tabling by People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals. The evening was
chock full of good music and good causes
As the beer commercials that are ingrained in our collective consciousness
say, it doesn't get any better than this.
All introduction aside. I arrived at
Beacham as Braille Closet was playing
and caught most of their fine .but
· unexciting set. They are undoubtedly
good at what they do. but they didn't
exactly set the night on fire.
Afterward, a viewing of rare leopards
and tigers was presented by Tiger's Eye
Productions, the point of which escaped
· me because I wouldn 'thave thought these
animals would have Beacham as their
natural habitat, but it did seem to add to
the impassionoo pleas of Animaliberation!
to save these animals. I suppose some
extraneous bitching could be done about
the fact that the crowd screaming for the
end of the fur industry did comprise
some leather-wearing people; but
doesn't every little bit of awareness
help? I'd like to think so (no. bitchers.
I don't wear leather).
Black Cats and Bottle Rockets took
the stage and set the packed crowd at
Beacham in motion with their energetic
sound. Next door at the Jazz and Blues
Club, Cat E. Wampus had a large and
appreciative audience for their dreamy.
"stream-of consciousness with an edge"
(thanks, Johanna!) trip.
- Moving back to the Beacham, I walked
in on the evening's most joyous and
wonderful moment - call it Drainpipe.
Where has this band been all my life?
Heavy, moody and absolutely amazing.
Drainpipe rocked my socks. (warningif the fact that one band member had a
Motorhead shirt on frightens you, this
may not be the band for you but if it
doesn't- rejoice!). Unfortunately. the
once large crowd had dissipated, never to
be seen again, but the remainder kept
their enthusiasm.

.

Finishing the evening next door at the
Jazz and Blues Club, Granddad jangled
their way into your heart. Smelling and
sounding kind of like R.E.M., Granddad
was nevertheless one of the great musical
moments of the evening (besides, I have
already slain my critical credibility by
admitting I like Motorhead ... ).
The most.frustrating thing about the
evening (selfishly concentrating on the
music as I am prone to do) was the near
impossibility of seeing every band, as
some played simultaneously and the event
·1asted almost six hours. Some bands I
missed but heard excessive comp.liments
about were Tick Tick Tock (Jack says, "a
challenging and progressive step away
from the industrial rock") and Mark
Sabatino (Dana says, "he is godlike"). To
anyone who saw the whole show, I con~· gratulate your stamina and dedication.
Me, I'm just a slug.
When all was said, done and heard,
Shame was an opportunity to expose
people to new ideas about music and
about animals. I hope people were listening.

Fifteen bands played three clubs for five hours to
mark the third annual benefit concert for animal liberation•.·
Live animals were shown onstage to drive the some'." .
times overwhelming facts into the minds of the audience.
All photos by Laura Werder.
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Crowded House opens doors to U.S. audiences once again
by Sandra Pedicini

Dec. 5. The band School of Fish
will open.
So far Crowded House's first
It seems that Australian pop
band Crowded House has been single, "Fall At Your Feet," has
crowded out of the American gotten some airplay in the U.S.,
mainly on MfV, and is ascending
music charts.
With its-melodic arrangements the charts in England right now.
Fans may notice that on their
reminiscent of the Beatles and
quirky lyrics, the band's sound latest album, Crowded House
just doesn't seem to fit in amidst changed its status from a trio to a
the hard, rough-edged sounds of four-piece band. The credits list
metal and rap acts, or the slickly
produced adult contemporary singers prevalent in contemporary Top
40.
''We get a lot of
"I just ask myself, 'Where the
hell do we fit in here?"' bassist
gasps and
Nick Seymour said in a recent
squeals from
phone inteiview from London,
young women
where the band was finishing up
who are
the European leg of its tour. The
band finds more commercial succoming to
cess in their homeland and in
terms with
Canada, Seymour said.
their body
American Top 40 heartily welchemistry,"
comed , Crowded House's first
single off its debut album, Don't
-· Seymour
Dream It's Over, a-dreamy ballad
that made it all the way to number
two. But since then, the bandhasn 't
been heard from very much over
American airwaves.
TimFinn,leadvocalistNeilFinn's
But if you're a radio listener elder brother, as a member. The
who dismisses Crowded House as Finn brothers performed together
nothing but one-hit wonders, lis- as part of the '70s art-pop band
ten to one of their albums and hear Split Enz but went separate ways
just some of the good stuff that a in the mid-' 80s when Tim left to
steady diet of Top_40 is depriving pursue a solo career. Neil formed
Crowded House with Paul Hester,
you of.
Woodface, the band's most re- a Split Enz member and Seymour,
cent, combines many different a former art student who designs
styles - from the orchestral ar- all the group's album covers.
rangements of "All I Ask" to the
But the addition of the elder
uptempo melody and offbeat lyr- Finn is only temporary, Seymour
ics of "Chocolate Cake" to the says. Tim was touring with the
simple sweetness of "Fall At Your band but recently departed to conFeet."
tinue pursuing his solo career.
The band is touring to promote
"He was itching to get off and
its third album and will perform at startanewalbum,"Seymoursaid.
the Beacham Theatre at 8 p.m. "So, we'rebacktobeingthepower

trio. It's the same old Crowded
House that everybody knows and
loves." The reunion of Neil and
Tim Finn can1e· as something of
an accident, Seymour said.
"Neil and Crowded House had
.'just finished recording but realized they needed a couple of
uptempo sort of hit singles, such
as it were," he said.
Neil and Tim had been working on some songs for a separate
project and decided to work on
them in the studio.
··
The result was a batch of several songs, such as the cynically
witty "Chocolate Cake," which
Seymour says is an ode to the
tackiness of the American supermarket tabloid culture.
Working with a new member
didn't make a big change in the
sound, Seymour said; neither did
outside musical influences.
Seymour said that if one of the
membeIB started to become influenced by a new style that it would
throw off the chemistry ofthe band.
Most of the time, Crowded
House songs are born from informal jam sessions. The merribeIB
all live near one another and are
good friends, and there's always a
bit of musical experimentation
going on even wb~n the band is
not touring or officially working
on an album, Seymour said.
Seymourhopes the next album
will quickly follow the tour so the
group can use some of its informal jams while-they are still fresh. sounds a lot more punchy when
Also, Seymour hopes the band we perform it live."
can feed off the energy produced
Crowded House's live audiat its live shows.
ences consists of mostly young
Some of the songs sound better and middle-aged adults, Seymour
live than on the album, he said.
said, unless the band has a hit
"'There Goes God' we do a lot single at the time.
more energetically,"he said. "It's
Then, "we get a lot of gasps
not so much an arrangement and squeals from young women
change, but it's an actual feel. It who are coming to terms with

the_irbodychemistry,"he said with
a chuckle.
So, while hits are a bonus,
they're not an essential component of Crowded House's sound.
Besides, Seymour said, if a band
gets too caught up in making nun1ber one hits, "you can suddenly
find yourself actually making
music for all the wrong reasons."
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Welcome to the jungle
Students hunt for pbs in Hollywocx.i East
by Tracy M. Holm

MEOOY CttQI8TML\8

8PIQIT 8.L\LE . . -t\::t:::·
Give all or part of your
:r~::!J;:;:~
I

•::;:;_;f

discount to the TODD·
./\.
._)\~·
MILLER FUND* created to ~ !?)j ~! ~)'.
>::?
help with medical bills for =·:···
your Greek Brother I UCF Student. =::::=\f
Buy Now for Christmas •Fraternity/Sorority, Mom/Dad Shirts
• UCF Mom/Dad Shirts or Sweats
Jerseys
5°10 Off
Sweats
10°10 Off
Paddles
5°10 Off
Shorts - Buy 1, get 1 half price
Jackets - 20°10 Off
All novelties - 20°10 Off: Cups, Keychains, etc.
Bears with Personalized Shirts - 5°/o Off

THE 01YMDU6
-12295 University Blvd. •Orlando, FL 32817 • 281-6984
~Olympus agrsss to dsposit all or part of Customsr's discount
(detertrinsd by custo1118r) to the TODD MILLER FUND at the UCF
Credit Union.

anintemship. "Intemshipsarevery
important," Meeske said. They
They come from all parts of _· help provide students with wolk
Florida and the United States. Bags force experience employers look
packed and dreams in front of forwhenmakinghiringdecisions.
them; venturing to the place some
Students can find an internship
call Hollywood East.
on their own or may consult with
They' re students, coming to their advisor for suggestions. InOrlando to attend the University ternships must be approved by
of Central Florida and major in department faculty and can carry
radio/television communications. up to six hours of credit.
Withdreamsofsurgingaheadofthe
While prospecting for job
competition, they hope to someday openings and making contacts,
land a job in broadcasting.
graduates and students can also
But how do they become sue- check the radio/television bullecessfulatgettingajobin the broad- tin board on the fifth floor of the
casting industry, and what can Fine Arts Building. The board
they do while still in college to lists job opportunities and intembestprepare themselves? Here are ship positions available to gradua few tips: ·
ates and students.
Jobs in the radio/television
After thorough preparation in
broadcast industry are more diffi- college, graduates can use resumes
cult to find than the average job. to malket themselves to prospecAccording · ~O
tive employers. Resumes
Dr.
Milan
Meeske, a proshouldbecare- ·
fessor of comfully develmunications at
oped
and
UCF, broadshouldemphacastingjobs are
size the appliusuall y not
cants' broadlistedinthehelp
cast experiwanted section
ence.
Reof newspapers.
sumes, accomManytimes appanied by
plicants must
cover letters,
go and find a
should
be
jobthemselves.
mailed to the
Bec ause
people
in
broadcast jobs
charge of hirare normally
ing at the chonot advertised,
sen compait's important
nies. After a
for students to make contacts, few days, applicants should call
throughout their college career, the people to whom they sent their
with others wolking in the indus- resume and request an interview.
try. By appearing friendly and Applicants who are turned down
outgoing, students can often find might continue to call back every
where opportunities lie simply by couple of weeks to show they are
talking to others. Then, when the persistant and aggressive.
time comes to graduate, they will
To be successful atfindingjobs
have acquaintances to help them in broadcasting, applicants may
find a job.
·
have to seek employment at staSome believe, however, that tions outside the Orlando area. An
studentsdon'tnecessarilyneed to employee at Cablevision of
wait until they graduate to start Florida said stations in smaller
working in the broadcast indus- markets are often more likely to
try. Bob Green, sales manager hire someone without much exand a talk show host at WQBQ perience. Applicants accepted by
AM 1410 in Leesburg, said he these stations usually have an opfeels students can best prepare portunity to gain a wide variety of
themselves by working at some knowledge. Because of the stacapacity in broadcasting while tionssize,employeesareexpected
attending school. He said stations to do more than one job. Therefrequently need help with various fore, newcomers can build their
procedures and will often hire skills in several areas.
college students for part-time or
If all else fails, it's comforting
weekend positions.
to know students have one last
"Students should go to a sta- service to rely on to help them
tion and show an overall interest find a job; a 1-900 number. Yes,
intheentireorganization,"hesaid. they will have to pay $1.99 a
Tuey should express a willing- minute, but the Television/Radio
ness to do whateverneeds done so Job Alert will help them learn
they can get their foot in the door about job openings in the broad-·
and gain experience, he added.
cast industry. Since half the battle
Another activity students can of getting a job is finding out who
usetohelppreparethemselvesfm: has openings, this service could
working in broadcasting is to find be helpful.

American Red Cross
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'Reckless'drives audience down an unexpected comic road
a

by Joanna Bello

choosing this cheesy little story; it
provided aplatform ofdiscussion in
Orthesetwas,anyway. Forwhat the timely (perllaps in the spirit of
seemed like a drop in the bucket (a Christmas ... ) themes of the
budget under $1,500), the Univer- unpredictability of human nature,
sity Theatre Association took full and· something along the lines of
advantageofitsaesthetic ·r . - - - - - - _ _ , "home is where youhang
talents and constructed
your hat,'' reminding us
the · free-flowing
toneveracceptridesfrom
camivalesque atmostrangers but if we do, to
sphere (lighting arid inmake ourselves feel at
tense soundtrack in- · ·
home when they kidnap
eluded) that not on1y
us and hold us hostage.
saved the writer's face, After hearing the
but lent itself as a natural compli- terrible news, Rachel bumps into
ment to the circus-like idiosyncra- Lloyd, (then a total stranger - also
sies of the characters who, more hidingafewskeletonsinhiscloset),
oftenthannot,madeuslaughattheir who persuades herwith a little coermisfortunes rather than feel.
cion to go incognito and spend
"Reckless" detailed the obnox- Ouistmas withhim and his parapleiously soap operatic escapades of gic;hearing impaired wife Pooty,
Rachel, a woman forever on the (whoisn'treallydeaf,shejustfakes
verge of an acute psychotic at- it for Lloyd's sake, again demontack. As the story begins, she strating the above-mentioned
flees her sedate lifestyle as dutiful theme). Months later, Rachel dewife and mother after being told cides to stay with Lloyd and Pooty
sheisthetargetforahitmanhired and land a job. This leads to the
byherlovingbutbastard-likehus- introduction of supporting characband, Tom. And along with the ters and their hidden secrets so sarother equally paradoxical charac- castically waiped (frish, the wonters more than willing to alter her derfully bitchy secretary), that our
perception of reality, Rachel em- attentions were shifted away from
balks upon a journey down the the main characters and what they
long and winding road to the det- possibly had left to offer us, (being
riment of her sanity.
that the play wasn't very subtle in
Ofcourse, there was amethcxl to revealing the maJ'br characters' true
the theatre department' smadnessin colors), while we were teased by the
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2 Large
$9.95

2 Small
$5.49

2 Medium
$6.95

Coupon Necessary
Original Round Pizza Only

addition of new character who
could give little mofu than what the
script provided, other than a.truly
immaculate performance.
Insoort, the supporting castmembers were much too strong in portrayal to simply be supporting their
leads. In the final scenes leading
to the denoument, I found myself
wondering about Shrink Number
Four and what caused her to regress into the womb (during a
session with Rachel), ravaging her
own body, moaning really sexy
things about darlc wet heat and
animal lust I wish my mother
wasn't there to see.
"Reckless" failed to challenge
· the intellect of the audience as well
as the talents of the cast, giving off
an aura of wasted energy as the
actors gave more than .could be received. Mandy Ratliffs (Rachel)
performance as one of the most
pathetic female characters in theater
histocywasnotable,aswere~borah

Ofsowitz's in her quint ofroles (she
admitted that's where her true talents lay) ranging from Shrink to
Authorto, yes-even Vanna White
(without the dye job), and Teague
Kennedy's (Lloyd), who reminded
me of Tom Hariks.
"Reckless" was a drama that
could have been a comedy if it
weren't forthe insistence of it being
a drama But it should have been a
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a really, really, really interesting
basis for an autobiography guaranteed to make the New York Times
Bestseller'sListforaslongasthere's
asecondlanguagerequirementhere
at UCF.
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satire harping on the mysteriesturned-coincidences of the characters who never should have had any
businesstyingintheirtragicpaststo
each other's (bus driver/mom killer
eamsdoctorate).Itjustmightcreate
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Tuesday,Dec.2
"Purple Rain" - 6:30 and 9 p.m. SAC.

VVednesday,Dec.3
Thin White Robe-9 p.m. Beach Club.
$5 at door.
Dr. Hook-10p.m.Openinggroup Toy

Menagerie. Finky's Tonight. $8 ad- Crowded House - ~ p.m. Beacham
vance, $10 day of show.
Theatre. $15advance,$17dayofshow
,
\ and $5 extra for VIP balcony seating.
"It's a Wonderful Life" - 6:30 and 9
p.m. SAC.
Michael Tomlinson - 8:30 p.m.
Beacham's Jazz &Blues Club. $15.

Thursday, Dec. 4

"Home Alone" - 6:30 and 9 p.m.
SAC.

Friday, Dec. 5
"The Music Man"-8:15 p.m. Osceola

[U•lif1! •l II!;! jl4 it•Jl!j I]

Players production of Meredith Wilson
Saturday, Dec. 7
musical about acon man turning around
a Midwestern town by organizing aboys' . "Sorrows of Stephen" - 8 p.m. Semibahd. Catherine Beauchamp Theater,
nole Community College Fine Arts TheOsceola Center for the Arts, Kissimmee.
atre production of Peter Parnell com$1 Oadults, $5 students. Reservations
edy about a lovelorn man tired of rejec(407) 846-6257.
tion. Seminole Community College Fine
'Arts Theatre, Sanford. $6 general, $5 .
"Move Over, Mrs. Markham" - 8 p.m.
seniors and students. Reservations
Surfside Players production of Ray
(407) 323-1450 ext. 399 or (407) 8437001 ·ext. 399.
Cooney-John Chapman bedroom farce.
Surfside Playhouse, Cocoa Beach. $1 O
general, $9 seniors. Reservations (407)
783-3127.
'
Sunday,Dec.8
"Times Squ_are Angel" - 11 p.m. Theatre Downtown production of Charles
Busch satire about a plucky street urchin finding that the· swell life has its
price. Theatre Downtown. $5. Reservations 841-0083.

GIVE THEM THE STARS

Haamu Mutima :_ 1-4 p.m. The
traditional African storyeteller will
be signing books and albums.
Original Book Gallery on Main
Street, Gainesville.

Econo
Lodge. University·

UCF Graduation Rate
$3200
11731 E. Colonial Dr .
Orlando, Florida 32817

Phone

(407) 273-1500
Reserv . 1-800-8 74-1156

Looking for a Stocking Stuffer?
Give

THE FLORIDA REVIEW
Contemporary Fiction and Poetry
From Around the Country
One Year (2 Issues): $7.00
Two Years (4 Issues): $11.00
Sample Copy/Back Issues: $4.50

THE FLORIDA REVIEW
Dept. of English
UCF
Orlando, FL 32816

I1lOffEKIN

...

EDUCATIONAL GROUP

THE RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUP
LOCATED AT
LONGWOOD VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
1815 W. STATE ROAD 434
VAN MORR1SON

PRESENTS ....

Music's hottest stars
make perfect gifts!

HOW TO GET INTO
MEDICAL SCHOOL

WE WILL BE

•

THOUSANDS OF
VIDEO RENTALS

Music, movies, and more •••

•gi!
All membership requirements apply.

your total entertainment store.

DAY

OPEN
THANKSGIVING

DECEMBER 11, 1991

7:00 P.M.

DAY

(U·l'fil .111ri1 M: t•ll!Ul

.._.

13

Sale ends December 10th. Quantities limited SW 6298

Gift
Certificates ·
Available

CALL 831-8833
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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WOMEN'S B-BALL

1991-1992

UCF Women~.$

Basketb~ll

FROM PAGE 16

Schedule

l2am

QQponent

Time

1217 {Sat.)
12/19/ (Thu.)

@ Florida A&M

7p.m.
8/10 p.m.

@ UAB Tournament,

shots. Their outside shooting
picked up tremendously. We're
going to practice our outside
shooting."
The coach from Mercer was
also impressed with the performance of the Lady Knights.
"I'm surprised at how they
played," said Mercer's Head
coach Lea Henry. ''They have

Birmingham, Al~.

UCF Holiday Classic

2,4,6,8 p.m.
(Brown, Buffalo, E. Carolina,
Farleigh Dickinson, St.
Francis (Pa.), Lehigh, Vermont, UCF)
@ New Orleans
6p.m.
@ S.western Louisiana 5:45 p.m.
7:3o p.m.
Arkansas State
- \tv ~stern Kentucky
4p.m.
7p.m.
@Stetson
@Lamar
8p.m.
@UT-Pan American
6p.m.
4p.m.
Louisiana Tech
@ Arkansas State
8p.m.
South Alabama
7:30 p.m.
4p.m.
New Orleans
S1westem Louisiana 7:30 p.m.

111/ (Wed.)
1/2/ (Thu.)
1/3 (Fri.)
1/8 (Wed.)
1/11 (Sat.)
1/16 (Thu.)
1/18 (Sat.)
1/21 (Tue.)
1/25 (Sat.)
1/30 (Thu.)
2/1 (Sat.)
2/3 (Mon.)
2/6 (Thu.)
218 (Sat.)
2/13 {Thu.)

PATENTS, TRADEMARKS & COPYRIGHTS

MICHAEL ·K. GRAY

-Q'
I',:
..,,.

Patent Attorney

''

The Quadrangle
Suite 100 .
3452 Lake Lynda Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817

-

Phone: (407) 380-1565

For
Lunch

Try The
New

some great atheletes on the
floor, they have a good year to
look forward to."
·
An All-Tournament Team
was selected by the participants coaches and the media
and announced after the final
game.
Making the team were Stacy
Hughes, guard, Coastal Carolina; Lendy Johnson, forward,
Mercer; Stephany Raines,
guard, Mercer; Yolanda

Rhodes, forward, UCF;
Tamika Coley, forward, UCF.
One Most Valuable Player
was also selected with Andrea
Congreaves, a 6-3, center for
Mercer, receiving the honor.
Congreaves made 32 points in
her first game and 45 in the
final game to help Mercer take
the title.
The Lady Knights will play
again on Saturday at Florida
A&M.

\,
,.

·if

Sportswriters Needed For Sprin~ Semester
If you are interested in sports and like to write, this job is not only a good
idea but a serious requirement for your development as a human being. We will be
hiring writers to cover the baseball, tennis, golf and crew beats once school resumes
in January. Call Jamie Johnson NOW for more details at 823-3956.

I

.ATTENTION CLUBS

8 .ORGANIZATIONS:

W Pick up your ~
Activity & Service
Fee request packets
for the 1992-1993
school year in
Student
Government.

,,

.)-

l

c::,

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

The packets will be available after
Uecember 6. Questions: 823-2191.
:r.l

0
~/v
PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD!fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY -FRIDAY 8AM-5PM
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1991-1992

UCF Men's Basketball Schedule

•

.

D1IB

Oooonent

Time

1212 (Mon.)
1217 (Sat.)
12/8 (Sun.)
12/16 (Mon.)
12/18 (Wed.)
12/21 (Sat.)
12/29 (Sun.)
12/31 (Tue.)
1/2 (Thu.)
1/4 (Sat.)
1/8 (Wed.)
1/11 (Sat.)
1/16 (Thu.)
1/18 (Sat.)
1/25 (Sat.)
1/28 (Tue.)
2/1 (Sat.)
2/6 (Thu.)
2/8 (Sat.)
2/1 O (Mon.)

Long Island

7:30 p.m.
2p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8p.m.
2p.m .
2p.m.
2p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2p.m.
8:30 p.m.
2p.m.
8:30 p.m.
2p.m.
8p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
8:05 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30.p.m.

@ North Carolina
@ UNG-Greensboro

Florida International
@Lamar

Georgia State
Alcorn State
Radford
@ Georgia State

UNC-Greensboro
@ New Orleans

Jacksonville
@UT-Pan American

S.western Louisiana
@Louisiana Tech

South Alabama
Arkansas-Little Rock
@ S.western Louisiana
@Jacksonville

Western Kentucky

$2500 NOW AVAILABLE!!

UCF men's basketball coach Joe Dean works the sidelines during the UCF Classic.
Dean is known for his "enthusiastic" intensity during .a game. (Charles K. Morrow1FurnREl

.FREE THROWS
FROM PAGE 16
intensity in Dean's countenance softened as he described
his lasting relationship with
Stein wedel.
"The feeling is mutual," Dean

said. ''You hate to lose, but if
you do you want it to be to a
friend."
As I walked out, the two
coaches were together again
on the freshly laid wooden floor
of the Arena, very close to each
other as two brothers get when
deep in conversation.

Ifbasketball provides no profound philosophical answers to
life's great questions, it at least
remains one of the few bridges
left for men to move towards
developing friendships with.out
fear ofbeing labeled effeminate.
All this for the price ofa round
leather ball.

THIS SPACE FOR RENT
Call The Central Florida Future business ·
office at 823-2601 for more information.

FLORIDA'S 81-WEEKL Y EMPLOYMENT MAGAZINE

(.- HUNDREDS OF JOBS FOR PROFESSIONALS

Now Buying Back
Text Books

l.- VALUABLE INFORMATION FOR TIIE JOB SEEKER

{.-AVAILABLE AT UCF BOOKSTORE
IT'S ACADEMIC

~ J$-BWATCH

if you have experienced downtime ...

now experience

uptime

From
December 2nd to
December 14th

All Systems Include: = = = = =

111

1111111'
286 20mhz .............................. $6WXJ
386 33mhz Cache ............... $100Cf1J
486 33/256 Cache ............... Sl 79Cf1J
Windows 3.0 With A Mouse

•.

$69 With System
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It's Academic Bookstore
University Boulevard & Alafaya Trail .
658-4612

Spom
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Knights go down in final game of UCF CJassic
Running Knights fall to
older, wiser Delaware

Lady Knights storm
past Coastal Carolina,
unable to stop Mercer

by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

It is an awesome spectacle to watch a
line-up of four freshmen and one sophomore dominate a much taller and experienced team in a basketball game on any
level UCF fans enjoyed just that for a
short period in the second half of the
Running Knights' first loss of the 199192 season.
Yet when the final buzzer sounded to
close the 1991 UCF Classic Saturday
night, the older and wiser Delaware Blue
Hens met at center court of the new UCF
Arena to celebrate a hard fought victory
over the youthful UCF basketball team.
The 92-79 final score doesn't begin to
tell the story of the melee between the
two teams in the championship game of
a tournament that also included the
Campbell University Camels and the St.
Francis (NY) Terriers.
The Classic tipped off at 4 p.m. on
Friday as St. Francis (0-1) took on Delaware (2-0). Delaware entered this season
as clear favorites to win the North Atlantic Conference and receive an automatic
bid to the NCAA Division I Tournament.
They showed why as the Bfo.e Hens
romped over the Terriers in the first half
for a 10 point lead and held them off in
the second for a 80-67 win.
The second game of the evening
matched undefeated Campbell .U niversity against the Knights ·and UCF too§.
control early with a 10-2 run to open the
game and a 10-2 run going into the
h alftime break to take a 40-32 lead.
· Both teams scored 42 points in the
second half as the Running Knights held
the Camels off despite the hot-shooting
ofjuniorforwardMarkMocnilr-, who sank
six three-pointers in the game. Senior
UCF center Ken Leeks led UCF with 19
points and 10 rebounds.
CampbellfarednobetterinSatUrday's4
p.m. consolation game against St. Francis.
St. FrancisovercameCampbell'slong-range
arsenal that landed six ofnine tries and outrebounded the Terriers 29 to 26. St. Francis
pulled out a 78-76 victory.
In the final game, UCF tied the game
in the last few minutes of the half before
falling behind 43-39 at the buzzer. .
Delaware's maturity in the inside
game and the hard-nosed play of fresh-

by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER

Mercer center Andrea Congreaves and guard Stephanie Raines hold up their
prize after leading their team to victory in the UCF Classic. (Chartes K uorrow1FuruREJ
man 6-2 guard Brian Pearl finally began to Joe Dean said. "Youjust haveto make the
put the Knights away with a few minutes , shots and we got a little impatient at the
leftdespiteanoutstandingperformance by end anddribbled around too much."
UCF freshman Albert Legette. Legette
l.€gette and Leeks both made the Allfinished with 15 points. Leeks led the team Toumament team along with Campbell's
once again with 16points and lOrebounds. Mark Mocnik, St. Francis' Ron Arnold and
'Tm proud of our players," UCF coach Delaware's Alex Coles, the tourney MVP.

Marking the first game ever played
onthenewUCFArena'smuch-awaited
wooden floor, game one in the first
round ofthe UCF Classic for the women
placed the MaristRed Foxes up against
the Mercer Lady Bears.
Mercer jumped to an early lead scoring nine points before Marist would
make their first basket.
Play would go much that way up
until half time with ·Mercer leading
the game, 43-36. Marist put the pressure on in the second half but never
came closer than four points. Mercer
won the game 79-64 and advanced to
the championship bracket.
The second game of the first round
was the debut of the Lady Knights and
Coach Faulkenberg. And the Lady
Knights took to their new home court
and battled Coastal Carolina College's
Lady Chanticleers.
UCF scored first but Coastal Carolina kept the game tight. The Lady
Chanticleers fought back from an eight
point deficit to take the lead just before
halftime.
As the buzzer sounded at the half,
Coastal Carolina fouled Brinda Green
and UCF scored two more points to
regain the lead at the half, 31-28.
Coastal Carolina gave a burst of
energy early in the second half. Just
over three minutes into the half the
score was 35-34 with UCF on top. The
Lady Knights never looked back.
At the 10 minute mark, the score
was 51-38 and there was no stopping
the Lady Knights. They only allowed
Costa] Carolina to score 15 points in
the half while UCF scored 51 points in
the second half alone. The game ended
82-43.
UCF moved into the winner's
bracket to play Mercer in the second
round.
Yolando Rhodes scored 29 points
and Tamika Rhodes had 18 points and
13 rebounds. Brinda Green also had a
strong game, contributing 14 points
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BaskethaD bounces over fears of masculine ftiendships
Jamie Johnson
.
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· FREE THROWS

s you can tell by the name of this weekly
column, I really enjoy the sport of basketball.
There's something deep within the game that
fascinates me.
One of the things that makes the sport so special
is the intimacy involved of the game. Playing on a
small court with five teammates gives you an upclose comradeship that sports like football andbaseball
come nowhere close to. Man-on-man defense is the
ultimate in individual competition as you give every
ounce of energy you have to either get past your man
or keep him from getting past you.
In today's America, where guy-to-guy, buddy-tobuddy relations have become an endangered species
due to the proliferation of the fear ofhomosexuality,
the basketball court has become one of the few
remaining opportunities for men to develop genuine,
dependable friendships.
You see the movies where the two partners on the
police force grow so close that their children call the
other guy uncle and a kind of brotherhood takes

place.
.
Here at UCF, if you even ask the guy sitting next
to you in class what time it is, he moves his desk three
feet away and looks at you as if the right side of your
face has suddenly melted into some hideous glob
resembling the Flame of Hope statue in front of our
library.
If I haven't successfully alienated every female
who began reading this column by the ,masculine
slant of this column, I'll let you in on something: as
men lose the ability to develop male friendships, they
will become less and less like men until they finally
begin using your Revlon products, a la Pat Clarke on
Channel 9.
Something must be done.
The UCF Classic held over the weekend in the
spectacular new UCF Arena, provided a glimpse of
two men who have built a relationship to be envied.
After Delaware downed Joe Dean's UCF basketball team Saturday night, the Knights' coach met.the
Blue Hens' coach, Steve Steinwedel, in front of the
scorer's table. The meeting marked more then the
polite handshake you see coaches exchange after a
game.
Steinwedel and Dean have been good friends, best
friends, since the two were roommates and team-

mates at Mississippi State in the mid-'70s. Steinwedel
was the guy on the team given the duty of showing
Dean around the campus when Dean visited MSU in
1972.
In his seventh year of coaching at Dela ware,
Stein wedel gives his friendship with Dean much of
the credit for what he has accomplished.
"Joe Dean is largely responsible for me even going
into coacping," Steinwedel said. "Number one, Joe
and I used to talk constantly about coaching and then
he and his Dad(Joe Dean Sr.) have helped me get
every job I've had in coaching, including this one at
Delaware. It was Joe Dean Sr. who called up Glen
Wilkes at Stetson and got me my first job as an
assistant coach."
Steinwedel's love for Dean goes so deep that he
described playing against UCF as a no-win situation.
''There were no winners in this game," Steinwedel
said. "It hurts me everytime he loses a game. Joe
Dean is one of the finest young coaches in the nation,
though. He will make this a championship caliber
team. It just takes time.
Dean's response to his friend's words could be
found more in his face then his words. The usual

MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE page 15
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